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The Failures of the ‘Failure
of Engagement’ with China

One core element in the current narrative in Washington about

China as a challenger to the so-called U.S.-dominated liberal “rules-based

order” is that the previous U.S. engagement strategy, pursued mainly from the

Clinton administration on, has failed. The “engagement failed” idea rests on

two empirical claims and one (mostly unspoken) counterfactual claim. The first

empirical claim is that engagement was designed to create a Chinese commitment

to the U.S.-dominated liberal order, but basically failed to change China’s prefer-

ences toward the international norms and institutions that constituted this order.

The second empirical claim is that engagement was designed to liberalize, even

democratize, China’s political system, and as such has failed. The counterfactual

claim is that, had the United States never adopted the engagement strategy in

the first place, the United States would be better off today because it would

have been better prepared to compete with or contain China earlier.

In this article, I argue that the first empirical claim exaggerates the degree to

which there has been a singular U.S.-dominated liberal order and misses the con-

siderable diversity in China’s policies toward international norms and institutions.

The second empirical claim excessively simplifies a more sophisticated causal argu-

ment developed by proponents of engagement in the U.S. government. As for the

counterfactual argument, opponents of engagement fail to consider other equally

plausible alternative histories.
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OrderS, Not Order

The first empirical claim in the “engagement has failed” argument is that engage-

ment failed to turn China into a supporter of the U.S.-dominated liberal world

order. Instead, China has become a revisionist state. This is increasingly a biparti-

san claim in Washington. Trump adviser Michael Pillsbury claims: “Trade and

technology were supposed to lead to a convergence of Chinese and Western

views on questions of regional and global order. They haven’t.”1 Aaron Friedberg,

a former advisor to Vice President Dick Cheney has noted, “I would say China is

now quite clearly a revisionist power. It seeks to change important aspects of the

existing order in Asia and increasingly the wider world, as well.”2 Former Under

Secretary of Defense in the Obama administration, Michèle Flournoy, concludes

that a rising China is “willing to unilaterally change the status quo and violate

the rules-based international order.”3 Ely Ratner, a former adviser to Vice Presi-

dent Joe Biden agreed with the Trump administration’s formal declaration that

China is a revisionist state: “I think the National Security Strategy and the National
Defense Strategy basically get the narrative

right… that the integrationist agenda has

largely failed, that China’s a revisionist

power.”4

This claim that China constitutes a revision-

ist challenge to a singular U.S. liberal order,

however, suffers from a number of conceptual

and empirical problems. Due to the limits of

space, these problems cannot be fully explored

here. But the bottom line is that this claim

uncritically assumes the existence and persis-

tence of a singular U.S.-dominated liberal

world order. And, as much of the specialist empirical work on China’s involve-

ment in different international institutions suggests, the claim also oversimplifies

the variety of ways that China approaches so-called international order.

In essence, the dominant narrative posits that after WWII the United States

instituted a set of normatively consistent institutions, rules, and expectations

that spread globally. The content of this order more or less stresses market-oriented

economic ties, resolving disputes through international legal processes, and pro-

moting political and civil liberties. But empirically, this is an ahistorical caricature

of the timing, direction, and content of the rules, norms and institutions that cur-

rently regulate inter-state relations. The conventional wisdom gives too much

agency to the United States (and not enough, for example, to the Europeans),5

ignores the many instances where the United States has opposed post-WWII

international institutions and rules, and exaggerates the consistency across

The claim that
China constitutes a
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number of
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extant norms and institutions. What many think is a U.S.-led liberal world order is
in some issue areas mainly a transatlantic order.6

“Order” can be thought of as an emergent property of the interaction of myriad

actors in a system. In the current international system, that means norms, rules,

institutions and practices are the products of the behaviors of everything from

state bureaucracies to nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) to multinational

corporations (MNCs) to intergovernmental organizations (IGOs) to ideas entre-

preneurs. Given this wide variety of actors with different identities and interests,

the normative and institutional outcomes of their interactions are bound to be

complex, even contradictory. We should expect to see “issue-specific orders”

where the key norms and institutions that regulate state behavior today vary

depending on the issue area—territory, arms control, trade, finance, information,

environment, political rights, and social rights, among others. Across many of

these orders, the dominant norms and institutions are sufficiently different, some-

times even contradictory, or contested within each order, such that using the

notion of a singular U.S.-dominated “rules-based order” to measure the success

or failure of engagement of any state is conceptually and empirically problematic.

China’s compliance with “order,” like that of many other countries, varies depend-

ing on which order is being considered.7

For example, arguably the most fundamental norms and practices in modern

international relations have historically been sovereignty and territorial integrity.

These define the very nature of the main actors in the system (states) and thus the

nature of that system (inter-state, as opposed to imperial, supranational, or reli-

gious). One might call them the norms of a constitutive order that defines the

current international system. There is nothing inherently “liberal” about these

norms. They have existed from well before any liberal domestic or inter-state prac-

tices emerged, and they can be, and have been, defended using violence as well as

peaceful legal processes. The dominant institution in today’s constitutive order is

the United Nations. China is a strong supporter of the UN, and indeed in many of

the other orders is trying to move global governance (e.g. internet governance)

more firmly under UN supervision. This is perhaps

the order that China, like the United States, most

strongly supports.

At the other extreme, China is least supportive of

what might be called the political development order

—the international rules and norms which relate to

how states should treat their own people politically.

This order has, over time, increasingly stressed limits

on state sovereignty when it comes to the protection

of the civil and political liberties of individuals vis-à-vis the state. While this

order is contested—only a small majority of states practice liberal democracy—

China uses the
norms of one extant
order to oppose the
norms of another.
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China has consistently opposed domestic liberalization or competitive democratic

politics by invoking other powerful international norms such as sovereignty and

noninterference in internal affairs.8 In short, China uses the norms of one

extant order to oppose the norms of another.

Between these two extremes, China is moderately supportive of the current

global trade order, which generally stresses free(ish) trade and multilateral manage-

ment of trade disputes. While it is the least open of the major economies, many of

China’s bilateral and multilateral trade policies have been barrier reducing, not

barrier raising. The first thing to remember is that China’s official tariff rates are

much lower today than when the U.S. engagement strategy was launched in the

1990s, with the largest drop coming after entry into the WTO. In addition,

data on non-tariff barriers suggest some continued, if ragged, opening.

For example, according to a recent Organization for Economic Cooperation

and Development (OECD) Trade Facilitation Indicators report, from 2015-

2017, in five of 11 indicators China’s performance improved, in two it regressed,

and in four there was no change.9 Another OECD index on restrictions in service

trade shows that from 2014-2018, China’s barriers declined in eight of 22 sectors,

increased in in 10 sectors, and did not change in four sectors.10 Almost all of the

barrier increases were relatively minor, except for telecommunications. On

average, the overall service trade barriers index has declined somewhat since

2014.11 And according to a new dataset that codes the design features of Free

Trade Agreements (FTAs) using, among other things, the “depth” or quality of

the agreement (e.g. the range of trade and investment activities covered by the

agreement), FTAs involving China have become deeper (higher quality) over

time.12 On the other hand, there is no doubt that there are persistent WTO-

incompatible non-tariff trade barriers, including weak intellectual property protec-

tion, technology theft, and non-transparent regulatory practices, among others.

Given this mixed picture, one might conclude China is moderately supportive

of this order.

In short, arguably there is no single, consistent liberal world order, but there are

multiple orders, some of which China strongly supports, some of which it strongly

opposes, and some of which it supports inconsistently. It does not make conceptual

or empirical or even policy sense to take the variation in China’s approaches to a

complex array of various contradictory orders and aggregate these using an out-of-

date binary—status quo versus revisionist—to conclude that China rejects a singu-

lar U.S.-dominated liberal “rules-based order.”

Indeed, to the extent that U.S. engagement policy was designed to tie China

into some of these orders, and shape its behavior toward them, the empirical evi-

dence would suggest a more complicated, partial success story. Back in 1997, Pres-

ident William Clinton established a set of criteria for measuring the success of his

engagement policy: “Progress in each of these areas will draw China into the
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institutions and arrangements that are setting the ground rules for the 21st century

—the security partnerships, the open trade arrangements, the arms control regime, the
multinational coalitions against terrorism, crime and drugs, the commitments to preserve
the environment and to uphold human rights.”13 (Emphasis added.) Note the list of

institutions in which he said engagement would lead China to participate more

fully. It is problematic to claim that China is less economically open to trade

today than in 1997, or less supportive of the arms control regimes it has joined

than in 1997, or less committed to global counterterrorism today than in 1997,

or less committed to dealing with greenhouse gases today than in 1997.14 These

are relative statements, not absolute ones, of course.15

It is plausible to claim that, when it comes to traditional political and civil

human rights (speech, assembly, protection of political and religious beliefs),

there has been essentially no change over the years of engagement, and in some

areas there has been considerable regression under Xi Jinping (e.g. the mass intern-

ment and forced cultural assimilation of Uyghurs being the most obvious

example).16 Thus when it comes to political and civil rights, one could say that

engagement has failed, using Clinton’s own criterion. But as I argue below,

human rights in China, let alone democratization, has never been a prominent

element in the practice of U.S. engagement policy, and little external pressure

has been applied. Engagement can hardly be blamed for not achieving an

outcome that it never took all that seriously or never expected to progress very far.

Clinton’s list did not include some norms and institutions that are more salient

today than in 1997. For example, China is an obvious outlier in terms of its use of

UN Law of the Sea noncompliant arguments (e.g. the Nine-Dashed line and his-

torical rights within the line) and militarized diplomacy to claim special access to

resources in the South China Sea. But overall, in five of the six domains that

Clinton listed in 1997, arguably engagement has been associated with greater

Chinese support for extant norms and institutions.

A Caricature of Liberalization Arguments

The second empirical claim is built on a straw person argument that is seemingly

unquestioned in the current narrative. In an influential statement of the “engage-

ment failed” idea, journalist James Mann wrote that proponents of engagement

pose a scenario that “holds that China’s economic development will lead inexor-
ably to an opening of China’s political system.”17 (Emphasis added.) In a more

recent casting of this idea, Michael Pillsbury, a China policy adviser to President

Trump, claims that engagers argued that “patience but no pressure from the United

States” (emphasis added) would lead eventually from local to national-level

democratization.18
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Thus, according to the current narrative, a primary criterion for the success or

failure of U.S. engagement was whether an authoritarian China would evolve into

a much more politically liberal and/or democratic China. Since a politically

liberal, even democratic, China has not emerged, engagement has been a

failure. Vice President Mike Pence underscored this conclusion in an October

2018 speech on China: “Previous administrations made this choice [economic

engagement of China] in the hope that freedom in China would expand in all of
its forms–not just economically, but politically, with a newfound respect for clas-

sical liberal principles, private property, personal liberty, religious freedom—the

entire family of human rights. But that hope has gone unfulfilled.”19 (Emphasis

added.) And in a widely read article, scholars and policy practitioners Kurt Camp-

bell and Ely Rather also noted that engagers “foresaw inevitable and increasing

openness in China.” But this prediction was wrong. “Diplomatic and commercial

engagement have not brought political and economic openness.”20

These and other recent descriptions of the causal arguments made by propo-

nents of engagement in the U.S. government are caricatures.21 Generally, the

arguments made by engagers in the U.S. government about China were more

nuanced than the simplistic claim that economic engagement would lead inevita-

bly to political liberalization or democratization. First, engagers generally did
expect that the liberalization of societal preferences was the predictable outcome

of engagement and China’s integration into the global economy. The creation

of more diverse socioeconomic interest groups increasingly dependent on benefits

from the outside world would lead to more

demand from ordinary citizens for more eco-

nomic freedom, more lifestyle choices, and

more government responsiveness. But,

second, the political liberalization of govern-

ance (e.g. substantial improvements in

freedom of speech, press, and association),

let alone democratization, was not inevitable,

given the power and interests of the Commu-

nist Party, and would in any event require con-

tinued pressure on human rights. Political liberalization and democratization were

generally not the main criteria engagers used for judging the success of the policy.

They believed that limited improvement in human rights performance was gener-

ally the most the United States could hope for, but even this goal was, in practice,

a relatively low priority.

The engagement policy as generally referred to in the current discourse about

China essentially started with the Clinton administration in the mid- to late

1990s, after explicit trade linkage to China’s human rights performance failed to

lead to any improvement in the latter. What did Clinton officials say about the

Political liberaliza-
tion and democrati-
zation were not
the main criteria
engagers used.
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relationship between engagement on the one hand and human rights and/or pol-

itical liberalization on the other? Clinton’s Secretary of State, Madeline Albright

put it this way in 1997:

On human rights, overall progress has been hard to quantify. On the one hand, China’s

exposure to the outside world has brought increased openness, social mobility, choice of

employment, and access to information. On the other hand, as we have documented in

our annual human rights report, China’s official practices still fall far short of internation-

ally accepted standards.

It is our hope that the trend toward greater economic and social integration of China will

have a liberalizing effect on political and human rights practices. Given the nature of

China’s government, that progress will be gradual, at best, and is by no means inevitable.

However, economic openness can create conditions that brave men and women dedi-

cated to freedom can take advantage of to seek change. It diminishes the arbitrary

power of the state over the day-to-day lives of its people. It strengthens the demand

for the rule of law. It raises popular expectations. And it exposes millions of people to

the simple, powerful idea that a better way of life is possible.22 (Emphasis added.)

Albright was explicit: there was nothing inevitable about economic engagement

leading to political liberalization or even the improvement in human rights. Clin-

ton’s National Security Adviser, Samuel Berger, also argued in 1997 that:

We also have important differences with China, most particularly on human rights

where, again, the President will raise this with President Jiang as we have consistently.

We believe that human rights—we believe that engagement with China, that liberaliza-

tion, economic liberalization of China over time has a liberalizing effect. As China

increasingly is open to commerce, fax machines, e-mails, satellite dishes, it is increasingly

difficult to suppress ideas, creativity, thought, opposition.

But that is not in and of itself a sufficient human rights policy.Commercial diplomacy is not
an adequate human rights policy.We also have to stand up for the values that we believe in

and that are not just American values, but that are universal values, that are embraced by

many countries in Asia and all around the world, and we have to speak for, speak out for and
speak up for those who are fighting for those values in China—even if the dividend for that, even
if progress from that is dreadfully slow.23 (Emphasis added.)

Later, in 2000, Berger argued, “Let me be clear: bringing China into the WTO

is not, by itself, a human rights policy for the United States. The reality in China

today is that Chinese authorities still tolerate no organized political dissent or

opposition. Because the Communist Party’s ideology has been discredited in

China, and because it lacks the legitimacy that can only come from democratic

choice, it seeks to maintain its grip by suppressing other voices. Change will
come only through a combination of internal pressures for change and external validation
of its human rights struggle.”24 (Emphasis added.)

Like Albright, the core of Berger’s claim was that engagement (manifest in

China’s integration into the global economy) would lead to societal liberalization,

a pluralization of preferences and interests within Chinese society. He was not
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arguing that there was anything inexorable about improved human rights,

let alone liberal democratization. These outcomes would require external pressure,

in conjunction with China’s engagement in the global economy.

In early 1997, President Clinton also laid out the link between engagement and

societal liberalization: “They’re going through some significant changes them-

selves within their country—economic and political changes. And I believe

that the impulses of the society and the nature of the economic change will

work together along with the availability of information from the outside world

to increase the spirit of liberty over time. I don’t think there is any way that

anyone who disagrees with that in China can hold back that—just as, eventually,

the Berlin Wall fell. I just think it’s inevitable. And I regret that we haven’t had

more progress there more quickly, but I still believe that the policy we are follow-

ing is the correct one.”25 While he referred to the inevitability of Berlin Wall-like

effects in China, the thrust of his argument was not a prediction about inevitable

democratization as much as it was about the emergence of internal pressure on the

regime to liberalize.

Later that year, in perhaps his fullest statement on engagement on China and

the national interest, Clinton argued, “Our belief that, over time, growing inter-

dependence would have a liberalizing effect in China does not mean in the meantime
we should or we can ignore abuses in China of human rights or religious freedom. Nor

does it mean that there is nothing we can do to speed the process of liberaliza-

tion.26 (Emphasis added.) Here again was the engagers’ familiar theme: that eco-

nomic interdependence would liberalize China (though he is somewhat vague on

whether he meant society or governance), but political liberalization would

require external pressure. There is not a strong sense of inexorability of political

liberalization or democratization in this argument.

Moreover, for Clinton, the Communist

Party itself would have to change, which was

a major question mark. As he remarked in a

1999 speech, “Finally, let me say we have an

interest in encouraging China to respect the

human rights of its people and to give them a

chance to shape the political destiny of their

country…China’s leaders believe that signifi-

cant political reform carries enormous risk of

instability at this moment in their history.

We owe it to any country to give a respectful

listen to their stated policy about such

matters.”27 In short, whether China politically liberalized or not was up to

China’s leaders and required external pressure. It was not the inexorable effect

of economic development per se.

Whether China
politically liberalized
was up to China’s
leaders and
required external
pressure.
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Indeed, later in his 2000 State of the Union address, Clinton hedged even more

about the effects of engagement on “change” in China. In advocating bringing

China into the World Trade Organization, he argued, “I think you ought to do

it for two reasons: First of all, our markets are already open to China; this agree-

ment will open China’s markets to us. And second, it will plainly advance the

cause of peace in Asia and promote the cause of change in China. No, we don’t
know where it’s going. All we can do is decide what we’re going to do. But when

all is said and done, we need to know we did everything we possibly could to maxi-

mize the chance that China will choose the right future.”28 (Emphasis added.)

Interestingly, in early 2000 when the Clinton administration was in a full-court

press to convince Congress to pass Permanent Normal Trade Relations (PNTR)

legislation for China, it generally did not deviate from this basic argument.

Given that opponents of PNTR argued that engagement rewarded a brutal author-

itarian regime, one might have expected a more assertive claim by Clinton officials

about inevitable political liberalization. U.S. officials, however, continued to stress

the economic benefits for Americans of engagement and the liberalization of

Chinese society and lifetyles, while still hedging about the likelihood of major pol-

itical liberalization.29 Robert Kapp, then head of the U.S.-China Business Council

and active in supporting the Clinton administration’s lobbying for PNTR in 2000,

bluntly stated in public testimony, PNTR “is not going to create a multi-party elec-

toral democracy in Beijing. It is not going to establish habeas corpus or judicial

review in China. It is not going to get people out of jail—or put people in

jail.”30 But rejecting PNTR would make a range of U.S.-China disputes, including

over political change, more difficult to resolve.

Clinton’s successors continued to refrain from drawing a direct causal line

from engagement to democratization. Then-candidate George W. Bush stated

in 1999: “Economic freedom creates habits of liberty. And habits of liberty

create expectations of democracy. There are no guarantees, but there are good
examples, from Chile to Taiwan. Trade freely with China, and time is on our

side.”31 (Emphasis added.) Note the hedging—“there are no guarantees.” And

in 2005, in one of the fullest statements of the Bush administration’s engage-

ment policy, Deputy Secretary of State Robert Zoellick essentially repeated

the Clinton administration argument that engagement and internationalization

would lead to social liberalization and bottom-up demands for political change:

“Closed politics cannot be a permanent feature of Chinese society. It is simply

not sustainable—as economic growth continues, better-off Chinese will want a

greater say in their future, and pressure builds for political reform.”32 But he

did not say further political reform was inevitable. Indeed, he went on to tell

the Chinese regime what it needed to do to liberalize. It was not a prediction

or an expectation about any automatic or smooth or inexorable evolution of pol-

itical liberalization.
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In addition to very senior policymakers, working level specialists in the

executive branch before, during, and after the Clinton period also did not

believe that liberalizing China’s political system was a realistic policy goal of

engagement. As Ambassador Chas Freeman, who had been in the thick of

China policy from the Nixon through Clinton administrations, summarizes:

“However much the American public may have hoped or expected that

China would Americanize itself, U.S. policy was almost entirely aimed at chan-

ging China’s external behavior rather than its constitutional order.”33 Winston

Lord, recalling his time as Ambassador to China in the late 1980s, remarked

about the role of human rights in his work—it “was not a dominant issue.”34

Former NSC Director of Asian Affairs Robert Suettinger’s account of Clinton’s

China policy paints a picture of desultory, generally poorly coordinated initiat-

ives to get politically minimal concessions from the Chinese government (e.g.

releases of particular dissidents, signatures on certain human rights conventions)

that might have domestic benefit for the U.S. president.35 Indeed, Lord later

testified to the Congressional Executive Commission on China that Clinton

undermined State Department efforts on human rights due to his focus on

the economic benefits of engagement.36 Thomas Christensen, a former

Deputy Assistant Secretary of State in charge of China policy during the

George W. Bush administration, made similar causal arguments as the

Clinton administration did about how engagement could improve the liberality

of society.37 And in the Obama administration, according to recollections by

one of Obama’s senior directors for Asia Policy, Jeffrey Bader, the list of

foreign policy goals in East Asia did not include changing China’s political

system.38

It is worth noting that the prediction made by engagers about the liberalization

of Chinese society and the rise of interest and social groups who support more

social and economic liberality, as well as greater accountability and transparency

from the regime, has actually been fairly accurate. While there are debates in

the field as to how much liberalization of societal attitudes has occurred, a range

of different types of public opinion studies show that urban educated Chinese

youth, Chinese citizens with exposure to the outside world, and citizens who

work in joint ventures or who are generally more deeply tied into the global

economy (particularly people in the most internationalized cities of China) tend

to have more liberal worldviews and are less nationalistic on average than older

or less internationalized members of Chinese society.39

In short, China’s economic development and integration, aided to a large

degree by U.S. engagement policy, appears to have worked in liberalizing societal

attitudes, as engagers predicted. Whether the regime would respond positively to

these attitudes and preferences was less certain and depended on the interests of

the Communist Party and, to some degree, on external pressure on human
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rights. Either way, according to the engagement argument, a positive outcome in

democratizing the Chinese government was neither inevitable, nor even the prin-

cipal goal of engagement.

If No Engagement, Then What?

Finally, putting aside the conceptual and empirical problems with the “engage-

ment failed” argument, its proponents need to think more carefully about the

counterfactual logic of their claim. What do they

believe the world would look like if the United

States had rejected engagement early on?40 Would

China be more or less socially and economically

liberal? Would China be more or less supportive of

the nuclear nonproliferation regime? Would China

be more or less supportive of containing greenhouse

gases? The “engagement failed” advocates implicitly

and sometimes explicitly make the following counter-

factual argument: if the United States had not

engaged China, it would have had at least a two decade jump in balancing or con-

taining the PRC. The United States would have mobilized the capabilities and

resources to deal with China earlier, making U.S. interests in the Asia-Pacific

and elsewhere more secure than they are today.41

But “engagement failed” advocates would also logically have to make a strong

case against other, equally plausible, but less optimistic counterfactual histories.

One such alternative might be that without engagement, the United States

would have faced a hostile, nuclear-armed China alienated from a range of

international institutions and norms, kept out of global markets, and with

limited societal/cultural exchanges. In other words, a China still ruled by a ruth-

less Leninist Party but one that had massively mobilized and militarized to vig-

orously oppose U.S. interests. This type of China could have easily made things

more difficult, even for a mobilized United States, stepping up its efforts to

subvert pro-U.S. governments around its periphery, to compel Taiwan’s reunifi-

cation, to more proactively support North Korean and Iranian nuclearization

plans as well as undermine the nonproliferation regime, and to mobilize

ethnic Chinese populations in the West, thus leading to sharper ethno-political

division and discrimination within comparatively fragile multicultural demo-

cratic societies. Then there would be the overall socioeconomic benefits

forgone due to earlier confrontation with China—the material benefits from

trade and the future benefits from cooperation on the threat from climate

change.42

What would the
world look like if the
United States had
rejected engage-
ment early on?
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In short, this counterfactual reality would feature a much more dystopian U.S.-

China relationship than exists today. Given the non-linearity of much of history,

this latter counterfactual, or other equally pessimistic ones, could be more plausible

than the more benign one that “engagement has failed” advocates would have to

endorse. This is an important logical question that the “engagement has failed”

argument has heretofore not really addressed.

The Value of Complexity

In sum, today’s dominant narrative about the failure of engagement—embodied in

the 2017 National Security Strategy and in a great deal of punditry of late—is ahis-

torical and simplistic. It mischaracterizes and sometimes omits the causal argu-

ments used by key figures in the engagement strategy. For the most part, the

U.S. government’s engagement strategy did not posit that systemic political liber-

alization or democratization was inexorable or inevitable. Substantive political lib-

eralization and/or democratization in China would be a hard and unpredictable

slog that combined both the liberalization of mass attitudes in China, external

pressure on the PRC regime, as well as considerable change in the preferences

for self-preservation of the Communist Party. Nor was political change in China

the core goal of engagement.

The “engagement failed” argument also exaggerates the degree to which there

is, or ever was, a singular liberal world order, and thus it also mismeasures, or

cherry-picks evidence about, the nature of Chinese diplomacy across various

orders and issue areas (what social scientists would call “selecting on the depen-

dent variable”). China is relatively on board some orders, is ambivalent about

others, and strongly opposes still others.

Finally, the “engagement failed” argument fails to defend logical and plausible

counterfactual arguments about why U.S. interests, or the interests of the globe as

a whole, would have been better met had the United States never pursued engage-

ment in the first place.

Perhaps the most accurate assessment of the effects of the engagement policy

came from the Dalai Lama in 1997, an assessment still applicable today. When

asked about whether engagement had failed, he said that he did not regard the

policy as “a complete failure. The situation is more complicated.”43

It is hard to tell at this point how much the exaggeration of the failures of

engagement has actually impacted concrete day-to-day interactions between the

United States and China. But I think a reasonable expectation is that the carica-

ture of the engagement policies of the past risks narrowing the imaginable range of

cooperation and contributing to the intensification of the U.S.-China security

dilemma in the future.
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